Bring your provider network
to market faster, anywhere.
Complete, compliant, and credentialed
andros scales up your team’s capacity to build compliant
provider networks in new markets—while reducing your
administrative costs—using our optimized process and
powerful androsCompass* technology.
Data
Built on the a* platform, the healthcare industry’s
largest provider data resource
Intelligence
Fastest-path-to-adequacy approach targets critical
providers first
Scalability
andros builds healthcare networks across
specialties and across the nation

Start smarter
Save time and money with a data-driven
market viability analysis powered by the
a* platform. By understanding the results
of our market assessment, you can rest
assured that your network development
project will be viable in the marketplace.

Provider
networks built
for 3 of the 5
largest national
health plans

Follow the path to success
androsCompass* drives the network development process through the
stages of recruiting, contracting, and data management. Our revolutionary,
omni-channel approach to recruiting and contracting follows the fastest
path to adequacy, targeting mission-critical providers first and reducing the
potential for wasted effort.
Recruiting
Increase speed-to-market as andros prioritizes the most desirable
providers, specialists, and facilities to ensure network adequacy.
Contracting
Understand your progress and make informed go/no-go decisions
using project and provider dashboards that track outreach and
response rates.
Data management
andros collects and manages provider demographic information,
making it easy for you to prepare a complete, compliant, and fully
credentialed provider directory.

Accelerate time to market
With androsCredentialing*, you can
eliminate errors, meet filing deadlines,
and reduce costs with our scalable,
NCQA-compliant credentialing solution
that can validate your provider roster in as
little as two weeks.
When your network is complete and
credentialed, andros can prepare a final
data file for transmission back to the
health plan or submission to CMS.

Learn more about us at andros.co
or contact us at info@andros.co

92% of the US
population resides
in a zip code
where andros
has contracted
or credentialed
providers

